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The Loeb Music Library's collections of books, scores, periodicals, and sound and video
recordings support research in a wide variety of musical disciplines, including historical
musicology, music theory, ethnomusicology, composition, historically informed
performance practice.

The fellow will become adept at working with the Omeka web-publishing system, data
management, HOLLIS searching, and navigating the Harvard Library system. If
interested, the fellow could receive training in metadata creation for Alma, Harvard's
Integrated Library System.

To mark the golden anniversary of the landmark book The Music of Black Americans
(1971), staff in the Loeb Music Library and faculty and students in the Department of
Music and the American Studies Program are collaborating on an exhibition, a
symposium and two concerts. These events, scheduled for April 2021, will honor both
the book and its author, Eileen Southern (1920-2002), who was the first
African-American woman tenured in Harvard’s Faculty of Arts and Sciences.



Christina Linklater, Keeper of the Isham Memorial Library at the Loeb Music Library,
invites a 2020 Pforzheimer Fellow to join us in this endeavor for a summer of editing,
revision, research, and online exhibition curation. The position offers hands-on
experience in designing and implementing an online exhibit, with the goal of reaching a
diverse audience. It embraces core values of the public humanities, and it aims to
generate conversations about race and music that will extend far beyond the walls of
Harvard. At the same time, it offers intensive experience in data management and
library techniques.

The fellow will be charged with verifying the accuracy of data in exhibition labels and
other pieces of data created and gathered by Professor Oja's graduate students in a
Fall 2019 seminar. Additionally, the fellow will additionally review closed-captioned
video footage of interviews conducted by the seminar with Southern's colleagues and
friends, checking for errors in the captions, helping to create metadata for deposit of
these videos into Harvard Library's Digital Repository Service, and choosing excerpts to
be included in a composite video. All these tasks will be geared to the primary goal,
which is to collaborate with project staff to imagine a digital space into which the
exhibition will extend, bringing together the students' ArcGIS and other web projects
into a cohesive online presence.

All in all, the various threads involved in this project will be undertaken with an eye to
diverse access. What audiences might turn to this exhibition, whether in public libraries
or secondary-school classrooms? How can the materials be edited and presented so as
to attract the broadest possible audience?

At the beginning of each day, Christina will meet with the fellow to discuss the coming
day's work and review that of the previous day. She will be on campus for the entire
summer, with the exception of June 15-19 and July 20-24. One day per week
throughout the summer will be devoted exclusively to developing a web presence for
the exhibition. For the video review phase of the project, the fellow could be reasonably
expected to view one video per day, simultaneously composing descriptive metadata,
comparing the audio track against its captions, and choosing segments for a future
compilation. Other typical days could include transcribing data into a spreadsheet,
searching HOLLIS or other resources provided by project mentors for the secondary
source literature references, and retrieving that literature to check citations, indicating
on the spreadsheet whether the citations were correct or, if necessary, how they ought
to be emended.

A fundamental requirement is an interest in creatively shaping a digital exhibition to
reach diverse audiences. Attention to detail and a strong command of grammar and
spelling are also essential, as is willingness to learn and apply library and research
techniques. Awareness of the conventions of writing for the internet would be helpful
but could be learned. The fellows need not read music or know a foreign language.


